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First and foremost, we focus
on you, our customer.
Learn more
about

arcc

™

Email
sales@apolloei.com
to schedule a
demonstration.

Apollo created a solution that focuses on the
customer, not the industry. We built arcc™ to meet
our customers’ unique needs, cultures, and workflows.
At its core, arcc is a VNA. Our VNA provides a flexible
interface that allows us to add and adjust features on
the fly, meeting these individual customer needs.
Because of this customer-first focus, we can develop,
test, and deploy feature requests and requirements in
less time than a traditional software development life
cycle plan.
We also provide continuous education of our product
suite from directly within any application through
arcc University, which provides help and training
when you want it at the click of a button.

A forward-thinking solution.
Apollo’s arcc offers today’s healthcare providers a holistic VNA solution that is
flexible enough to work with any current PACS, and strong enough to sustain your
organization as it grows. We created an autonomous repository for clinical content
that looks beyond just archiving and silo busting. The arcc solution focuses on clinical
workflows and provides interoperability and connectivity so that every department
throughout the entire enterprise can capture, manage, and securely access all
clinical content.
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[ Re]defining the

capabilities of the VNA

Autonomous repository for clinical content:
arcc™ provides a holistic longitudinal view of all
patient data throughout the entire care continuum.
Aligns all clinical departments with the enterprise imaging strategy

Intuitive Specialty
Specific Workflows

Goes Beyond HIPAA
Compliance

arcc enables the

arcc provides tools to

acquisition of all clinical
content from all DICOM
and non-DICOM specialties
into the Enterprise VNA.

enable compliance with
“Chain of Custody”
requirements.

that enables you to manage
clinical multimedia and
related data easily within your
specific clinical workflow.

Enterprise-Wide
Interoperability

Robust, Reliable
& Secure

Business Analytics

arcc extends throughout

arcc provides industry

arcc provides sophisticated

leading uptime and
availability while supporting
customer innovation,
active-active operations,
online upgrades, and
emerging security protocols.

and easy to use analysis for
data mining and reporting
to provide a clear precise
detailed view and
forecasting of clinical
content and operations.

the continuum of care
using standards-based
connectivity to link the
clinical department, the
enterprise, the community,
and the patient.

Clinicians Love It
arcc is the proven solution
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